MOGOL: "PEOPLE WORKING IN HOSPITALS DESERVE THE COUNTRY TO REMEMBER THEM EVEN ONCE THE EMERGENCY IS OVER".

OZPETEK LAUNCHES THE PROPOSAL OF A DAY OF CELEBRATION DEDICATED TO THOSE WHO WORK IN HOSPITALS TO SAFEGUARD THE HEALTH OF ALL.

AMONG THE PETITIONERS, ENNIO MORRICONE, NICOLA PIOVANI, PAOLO SORRENTINO, GIUSEPPE TORNATORE, GABRIELE SALVATORES, FRANCESCA LO SCHIAVO, GABRIELLA PESCUCCI, MILENA CANONERO, DANTE FERRETTI, VASCO ROSSI, RENATO ZERO, CATERINA CASELLI, GIULIANO SANGIORGI, LIGABUE, ROBY FACCHINETTI, CARLO VERDONE, ALESSANDRO GASSMAN, FIORELLO, LILLI GRUBER, GIORGIO ARMANI, GIOVANNI MINOLI, CIRO IMMOBILE, FABIO CANNARO, MARCO MATERAZZI AND MARCO TARDELLI.

Ferzan Ozpetek, one of the most representative directors of our cinema, has put forward a proposal to dedicate a day to those who have fought and continue to fight the Coronavirus on the frontline, in order to remind us in the future of the fundamental importance and constant commitment of those who work in hospitals. SIAE, which supports the initiative and will launch an online platform to gather signatures, immediately welcomed the director's proposal.

Ferzan Ozpetek writes: «I got the idea of proposing a day dedicated to white lab coats - but for all, really all of those who work in hospitals – while talking to friends who are doctors and left Rome to go and help in hospitals in the North of Italy. Their stories on the phone sounded truly distressful. There were many deaths among doctors and health workers. I would like that if a child, maybe 10 years from now, asked us: "What does White Lab Coats Day mean?", we could tell him the stories of women and men who worked and sacrificed themselves in order to help others. It will also be a day of remembrance for those who lost their lives, but above all, it will be a day of celebration and appreciation for all those who work in hospitals. People we cannot, we don’t want, we must not forget once the current emergency is over ".

The date proposed by Ozpetek - and suggested to the director by Luciana Littizzetto - is February 20th, the day on which Annalisa Malara, anesthesiologist at Codogno’s hospital, discovered that Mattia, the 38 years old identified as "Patient One", had been infected with the Coronavirus.

And on February 20th each year, we hope, it will be white lab coats day.

«I support with great enthusiasm the proposal launched by Ferzan Ozpetek to establish, on February 20th each year, a day of celebration dedicated to white lab coats, that are not sparing themselves, that are sacrificing themselves and that are putting their lives at risk on a daily basis to protect ours" says SIAE’s President, Giulio Rapetti Mogol. "Doctors, nurses and paramedics but also people who ensure hygiene and cleanliness in hospitals. In order to always remind us of them, on February 20th each year. To this end, I asked SIAE’s Managing Director, Gaetano Blandini, to draw up a petition, open not only to the
90,000 SIAE’s members but to all artists and more generally to all citizens. I am, along with director Ozpetek, the first signer. I am confident that a very large number of people will sign”.

On April 21st, the Italian Society of Authors and Publishers will launch the online platform www.festadeicamicibianchi.it: all those who want to support the proposal are invited to visit the dedicated website and endorse the appeal.

SIAE’s Managing Director, Gaetano Blandini has submitted the petition to the President of the Italian Republic, Sergio Mattarella and for their information to the President of the Italian Senate, Maria Elisabetta Alberti Casellati and to the President of the Italian Chamber of Deputies, Roberto Fico. The Head of the Italian State is being asked to become promoter of the initiative so that the Italian Parliament can establish a "White Lab Coat Day". The letter, of which Mogol and Ozpetek are the first signatories, has already been signed by 144 authors, artists and personalities from the world of culture and sport.

"We are proud that this initiative is being promoted, through SIAE, by men and women who create culture, show business and the world of entertainment in our country. As the famous musician and composer Jean Michel Jarre, President of the International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers, recently wrote: “Culture makes us all resilient and gives us all hope. It reminds us that we are not alone", states Blandini.

Petitioners of the letter:


#festadeicamicibianchi